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Media Markets Going Online: Effects and Consequences on Competition Structures 

The emergence of the internet as an additional media platform has brought extensive movement 

to news media markets and has had several effects and consequences on competition structures. 

Traditional mass media players – i.e. television, radio, and print media – have been facing rapidly 

increasing competition. Furthermore, growing media convergence has led formerly rather clearly-

defined media markets to blur on the internet. Consequently, intermedia competition and intramedia 

competition have intensified. Offline media have been experiencing increased competition with the 

emergence of the internet as an additional media platform (increased intermedia competition). 

Furthermore, with a multitude of online news providers, competition on the internet has intensified, 

which concerns all media companies operating online news services (increased intramedia 

competition). 

The newspaper industry has been hit most severely by these developments – print newspapers 

have been suffering from declining readership, reduced circulation figures and diminishing 

advertising revenues in many countries. They are therefore particularly in the centre of attention for 

this dissertation. Often, researchers conclude that there are overall substitution tendencies between 

newspapers and the internet. Discussions have gone as far as to put in question the continued existence 

of traditional print newspapers. This doctoral dissertation picks up on this topic and elaborates and 

analyses the effects and consequences on competition structures after media markets have gone 

online. The research articles thereby cope with the consequences the internet has had on online news 

media competition (see Lindstädt 2010b) and offline news media competition (see Lindstädt & 

Budzinski 2011a, 2011b). The focus in the latter two articles is on intermedia competition and 

particularly on the advertising market. Lindstädt (2010b), however, focuses its attention 

predominantly on the audience and on the competition between private and public service media 

companies on the internet (intramedia competition).  

The overall dissertation shows that digitalization and especially the internet have changed the 

media environment and challenged traditional media platforms (e.g. newspapers). However, at the 

same time, it is highlighted that newspapers should not solely regard the internet as a threat – quite 

the contrary: they should see it as a chance in order to remain in existence. In this regard, Lindstädt 

(2011) indicates managerial implications – derived from the conclusions of the previous research 

articles (Lindstädt 2010b, Lindstädt & Budzinski 2011a, 2011b) – regarding how newspapers could 

position their online and offline activities in the dynamic digital media landscape. 
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